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First things first…



What is “classified information” in the EU… and in H2020



What is “classified information” in the EU… and in H2020

Also “secure sentitive information” DOES NOT ONLY relates to
national security BUT ALSO to:

❑ Security recommendations
❑ Dual-use goods or dangerous materials & substances (subject

to export or transfer control)
❑ Or the use of data or information coming out from a previous

research project which is protected against unauthorised
disclosure.



So, where can you find “Classified Information” in H2020 projects?



The sensitive information regards not only to the activities 
& research done, but also to the consortia!!!





… let’s start at proposal level



… as a consequence, some of the deliverables, activities or the
whole proposal can be secure sensitive classified! → In H2020
the common situation in projects is that only deliverables may
be classified.

… they regards both to the “subject of research” as well the
“type of research” in your project…

Potential sensitive subject of research:

❑ explosives & CBRN
❑ infrastructure & utilities
❑ border security
❑ intelligent surveillance
❑ terrorism & organised crime
❑ digital security
❑ space

Potential sensitive type of research:

❑ threat assessments 
❑ vulnerability assessments
❑ specifications 
❑ capability assessments
❑ incidents/scenarios based on real-life

security incidents and potential
threat scenarios

Security Sentitive aspects in a proposal… 



https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/secur/h2020-hi-guide-classif_en.pdf

The best orientation is to use the “Guidelines for
classification of information in R&D projects”

Let’s put an example!

https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/secur/h2020-hi-guide-classif_en.pdf


What?
‘Critical infrastructures and utilities’ are assets and systems (e.g. buildings and urban areas; energy,
water, transport and communications networks; supply chains; financial infrastructures, etc.) which
are essential for maintaining vital social functions (health, safety, security, economic, social well-being).

How to deal with deliverables and R&D&Innovation activities on:
❑ threat assessments? Analyses of man-made threats to infrastructure = EU RESTRICTED.
If they add value (e.g. by prioritising threats), then, EU CONFIDENTIAL.

❑ vulnerability assessments? Detailed gap analyses, etc… = EU RESTRICTED.
If they add value (e.g. by including criticality analyses, highly detailed case studies, …), then, EU
CONFIDENTIAL. In case of aviation infrastructure, passenger and cargo security solutions = EU
CONFIDENTIAL.

❑ specifications?
EU RESTRICTED if they are:

✓ The design, specifications and operation of software tools and platforms to
prevent and detect attack, ...

✓ Detailed detection techniques for early-warning and event analysis, …
✓ Information on sensor networks...
✓ Automated analysis of sensor data, the algorithms to detect security threats,…
✓ Detailed specifications of organisational and operational processes,…

EU CONFIDENTIAL if you are treating the design, specifications and operation of beyond
the state-of-the-art screening and detection systems for aviation.

Example of the “H2020 guidelines” regarding  a project focus on 

“Critical Infrastructures” 



Part-A
Administrative information

On-line formulaire

Part-B
Technical description

ATENTTiON: Donwload the pdf, 
made a Word file and follow the

main sections!
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At level of proposal… 



❑ Fill correctly Part-B Section -3 → table 3.1.e: “List of deliverables”, where for
each deliverable it is necessary to define its dissemination level.

Key for classification of deliverables indicating the TYPE and the DISSEMINATION LEVEL

TYPE:
❑ R: Document, report
❑ DEM: Demonstrator, pilot, prototype,

plan design
❑ DEC: Website, patent filing, press &

media actions, videos, etc
❑ OTHER: Software, technical diagram, etc

DISSEMINATION LEVEL:

❑ PU: Public, fully open, i.e., web
❑ CO: CONSORTIUM CONFIDENTIAL,

restricted under conditions set in the
model GA

❑ CI: Classified Information as referred in EC
Decission 2001/844/EC

CDTI
CDTI
SOST
Univ.Free
SOST
Univ.Free
CDTI

Table 3.1.e List of deliverables

At level of proposal… 

Attention: Dissemination level “CO” does NOT mean 
security concerns always!!!!



❑ Fill correctly Part-B Section
-3 → table 3.1.e: “List of
deliverables”, where for
each deliverable it is
necessary to define its
dissemination level.

At level of proposal… 

… but sometimes the
deliverable is “CO” 

BECAUSE it contains
sensitive information!!!!



❑ Fill correctly Part-B Section
-3 → table 3.1.e: “List of
deliverables”, where for
each deliverable it is
necessary to define its
dissemination level.

At level of proposal… 

… in very evident sensitive
cases, such as explosives, 

then “CI” (Classified
Information) is the right

choice! → See the
classifictation Guidance

for EXPLOSIVES.



Yes / No

Yes / No

❑ Part-B Section 6 “Security” when if the “Activities or results raising security issues: YES”, then, a more
detailed Security Classification Guide (SCG) is necessary to add (6.2), which is a table giving additional
information.

It is also necessary to appoint a Security officer (6.3.1), that can be assisted by a SAB (6.3.2), and you can
also add any other security measures in section 6.4.

At level of proposal… 



At level of proposal…

For exmaple: Expert with
experience, e.g., end-user or LEA,
expert with security clearance,
expert in data management, etc…



At level of proposal… more examples

Bond-007 project



At level of proposal… more examples



At level of proposal… more examples

MySuperCarro

MySuperCarro

MySuperCarro

MySuperCarro
MySuperCarro

Marina Martinez      

Better if at proposal level it
is included a brief CV of the

SAB members and of the
SO in order to demostrate
the capacity of the experts

appointed.



At level of proposal… 

more examples

Better if at proposal level it
is included a brief CV of the

SAB members and of the
SO in order to demostrate
the capacity of the experts

appointed.



https://www.uhasselt.be/documents/DOC/2017VLIR003_FolderOnderzoek_EN_DEF_20180212.pdf

https://www.uhasselt.be/documents/DOC/2017VLIR003_FolderOnderzoek_EN_DEF_20180212.pdf


… once the proposal is

submited…



E.g., MSCA projects that the project coordinator would identify as 
potentially secure sensitive... even not noticed by the researcher

or the consortia at proposal level!



When is the security scrutiny of proposal taking place?…

Proposal of GA 

Ethical review

&

Security Scrutiny



Security Scrutiny Process… 

❑What is? → It consists in the analysis of the deliverables and
activities of a proposal regarding the use of background,
foreground or management of secure sensitive information
from the National Security point of view. → NOT Confidential
from the commercial/exploitation point of view!

It is not a technical re-evaluation of the proposal!!!



Security Scrutiny Process… 

❑Who → It is performed by the Security Scrutiny Group
composed by experts (they may come from the NSAs or may be
experts in agreement with their NSAs…) that check the
proposals.



❑ How → The experts are looking in the proposals: Nature of the
activities & research (from the security point of view), nature &
contain of the deliverables, background information used,
dissemination level of the deliverables (table 3.1.c), partners in
the consortium (i.e., nationality for security agreements with
MMSS or EU, who has access to what deliverables,…), Section-6, …
any other aspect that may raise security sensitive issues according
the EU Guidance!

As a result, your proposal will be classified such as:

❑ Proposal with No Security Concerns (NSC)
❑ No classification but Recommendations for the Grant Agreement preparation
❑ "Restricted UE" and recommendations for the grant agreement preparation
❑ "Confidential UE" and recommendations for the grant agreement preparation
❑ "Secret UE" and recommendations for the grant agreement preparation
❑ Not to finance the proposal

Security Scrutiny process… 



Security Scrutiny results… 



Security Scrutiny results… 



Example -1: 
NSC but Recommendations 

Most of the times it is
enough to have a 

“limited
dissemination list” to
only the members of
the consortium & EC, 
p.e., and to monitor 
the content of the

spoted deliverables by
the SAB.



Example-2:

EU Restricted 



Example-2:

EU Restricted 

Contact your NSA in order to
know the security conditions

that you have to fulfill at 
national level!



Example -3:

EU Confidential

Special measures should be taken by
members of the consortium dealing with

EU-Confidential information→ P.e., special
security zones in their premises, encrypted
communications, etc… → Contact your NSA



Example -3:

EU Confidential

In case of EU-
Confidential, the

personnel dealing with
this information

whould have SECURITY 
CLEARANCE 

accordingly… in 
addition of physical

security means of the
place of research, data 
security management

and handeling, 
appropriated

communitation
systems,…→ Contact

your NSA



When the participant receives the ESR and
the information letter, if the project rises
Classified Information, that is, EU-
RESTRICTED and above, you should contact
your NSA or your delegate (ask to you NCP),
in order to get detailed information of your
national security instructions to be fulfilled.

Final recommendation:
If you envision that your project may rise
security sensitive information of may have CI,
it is worthwhile to contact your NSA in order
to prepare your organisation, for instance, in
case of need specific conditions in your
premises, etc…



Many thanks!

Dr Martínez-Garcia

H2020 Programme at SOST-CDTI office
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